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Tuesday, 21 June
Today we went for a picnic to Snodhill Castle in the Golden
Valley. A great break very roomy and comfortable came round
with a pair of brown hoises and we all got in. Mrs. Oswald, Cap-
tain and Mrs. Bridge, Perch, Jim Brown, Arthur Oswald and
myself. The sun glared fiercely as we started, but driving made life
tolerable and some heavy clouds came rolling up which made us
fear a thunderstorm. The Haigh Aliens drove up, then the Harry
Dews, and the party was complete. So the company and provisions
were packed into the four carriages and the procession set out
through the narrow lanes. The girls ran out into the porches of
the quaint picturesque old-fashioned farm houses of the Golden
Valley to see the string of horses and carriages and the gay dresses
of the ladies, an unwonted sight to the dwellers in the Golden
Valley. At die foot of the Castle Hill we got out and every one
carried something up the steep slippery brown bare grass slopes.
The first thing of course was to scale the Castle mound and climb
up the ruins of the Keep as far as might be. It was fearfully slippery
and the ladies gallantly sprawled and struggled up and slithered down
again. Then a fire was to be lighted to boil potatoes which had been
brought with us. Rival attempts were made to 'light fires, Bridge
choosing a hole in the ruins and Powell preferring a hollow in the
ground. Powell, however, wisely possessed himself of the pot and
potatoes so that though the other fire was lighted first it was of no
use and the divided party reunited and concentrated their minds
and energies upon the fire in the hollow. Three sticks were propped
together, meeting in a point, gipsy fashion, and from them was
hung the pot, full of new young potatoes just covered with water.
Wood was picked up off the ground and torn out of a dry hedge
and a fierce fire was soon roaring under the pot making the trees
and banks opposite quiver and swim in the intense heat. The flames
soon burnt through one of the supports and when the fire was at
the fiercest down came the three sticks and the pot upside down
hissing into the midst of the flames. The pot lid flew off, out rushed
the water and potatoes and a cloud of steam arose from the fire.
Arthur Oswald gallantly rescued the pot with a pot hook in spite
of the intense heat which was very difficult to endure. There were
loud cries and everyone was giving unheeded advice at once. At
length the pot was settled upright on the embers, more water having

